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DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ( DBMS )
Time Allotted : 3 Hours Full Marks : 70

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as
far as practicable.

GROUP – A

( Multiple Choice Type Questions )

1. Choose the correct alternatives for the following :

10 × 1 = 10

i) Cardinality ratio means

a) number of attributes associated with an entity

b) number of relations in an E-R Diagram

c) number of entities to which another entity can be

associated via relationship set

d) none of these.

ii) The entity integrity constraint states

a) no primary key value can be null

b) a part of the key may be null

c) duplicate object values are allowed

d) None of these.
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iii) A relation in BCNF is in

a) 1NF b) 2NF

c) 3NF d) PJNF.

iv) If a set of attributes K, in a relation to schema R1 is a

foreign key to R1 then

a) every tuple of R1 has a distinct value for K

b) K is a key for some other relation

c) K cannot have a null value for tuples in R1

d) K is a primary key for R1.

v) Which of the following features is supported in
relational database model ?

a) Complex data types 

b) Multi-valued attributes

c) Associations with multiplicties

d) Generalization relationships.

vi) For which of the following operation, relation must be
union compatible ?

a) Join b) Intersection

c) Selection d) Projection.

vii) Which of the following is a three step process ?

a) Union b) Intersection

c) Join d) Projection.

viii) In transaction, a WRITE operation will

a) read data from table and write on buffer

b) write on table

c) depend on application

d) lock a data for updation.
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ix) Concurrent transaction is required because

a) improve security b) reduce storage space

c) reduce waiting time d) none of these.

x) In shadow copy scheme we consider

a) only serial transaction

b) only parallel transaction

c) both serial & parallel transactions

d) none of these.

GROUP – B

( Short Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 5 = 15

2. Discuss the entity integrity and referential integrity
constraints. Why each is considered important ? Explain
with examples. 3 + 2

3. Proof with an example that a relation in BCNF is in 3NF, but
the converse is not true. 5

4. What is deadlock ? Discuss deadlock prevention schemes. 

2 + 3

5. What is recoverable schedule in transaction ? Discuss with
example. 2 + 3

GROUP – C

( Long Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 15 = 45

6. a) Let E1 and E2 be two entities in a E-R diagram with
simple valued attributes. R1 and R2 are two relations
between E1 and E2, where R1 is one-to-many and R2
is many-to-many. R1 and R2 do not have any attributes
of their own. What is the minimum number of tables
required to represent the situation in the relational
model ? Give proper explanation for your answer. 3
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b) What is weak entity ? Give details of identifying
relationship and discriminating attribute with example. 

1 + 3

c) Draw an E-R Diagram for a company database by
considering all requirements. Explain the types of
attributes and structural constraints in the E-R
diagram. 5

d) Find out the candidate keys for the following relation R :

R ( A, B, C, D, E, H ) F = { A → B, BC → D, E → C,
D → A } 3

7. a) What is normalization ? Why do we need to normalize a
relation ? 1 + 2

b) For relation R ( L, M, N, O, P ), the following FD's hold :
M → O, NO → P, P → L, L → MN

R is decomposed into R1 =  ( L, M, N, P  ) and R2 =            

( M, O ).
i) Is the above decomposition lossless-join

decomposition ? Explain. 2 
1
2  

ii) Is the above decomposition dependency

preserving ? Explain. 2 
1
2  

iii) What is the highest normal form satisfied by the
above decomposition ?  2

c) What are the properties of relational decomposition ?
Explain. 5

8. a) What is transaction ? 2
b) Discuss ACID property of Transaction with example. 6
c) What is conflict serializability ? Explain with example. 5
d) What is starvation ? 2

9. Write short notes on any three of the following : 3 × 5 = 15
a) Primary indexing
b) Two phase locking
c) Relational Algebra
d) Three Schema Architecture of DBMS.

                  


